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In at least some of its aspects, human culture functions as
an elaborate system of sexual rituals – not substitutive satis-
factions, in the Freudian sense, but social performances that
organize sexual energies, and that bring sexual forces into a
living, symbolic order of seduction, pleasure, power, and re-
production. From this point of view, rape and other forms of
sexual violence – in particular, violence against women, chil-
dren, and those not conforming to established sexual identities
– can be seen as extensions of the normal regime of interaction
among participants in a stratified cultural order.
Human culture is set up, in its logic and purpose, to stim-

ulate and deploy the violent forces unleashed in acts of rape,
sexual abuse, sexual harassment, and other forms of sexual vi-
olence. In this way, sexual violence serves as an instrument of
cultural order and is recognized, through either active or tacit
complicity, as something routine, natural, and normal.
The basic principle governing the deployment of sexual vi-

olence in human culture is patriarchy, or male rule. It is from
the point of view of male consciousness, male desire, that the



incessant theater of sexually encoded rituals is organized. Pa-
triarchal culture is set up for the sake of male desire; male con-
sciousness commands and directs cultural performances in or-
der to satisfy and elicit this desire.
Male desire thus originates from an illusory standpoint of

pure, sovereign subjectivity, outside the passing display of sex-
ualized rituals, fromwhich an absolute command and control is
exercised over objective forces. This sovereign male conscious-
ness is the secret determining agency that sets all sexual games
and rituals in motion. It makes culture appear and develop as it
does, according to a strategically encoded order; it also makes
sex happen, it brings about sexual experiences.
Inherent in the condition of patriarchy is the assumption

that male desire has the right to impose itself at will. Male de-
sire, in its sovereignty, has the right to be satisfied; other sexual
forces and potentials exist only for the sake of this satisfaction.
Thus, when an individual man feels a desire for sex, he orga-
nizes material forces in order to achieve, by whatever means,
the satisfaction to which he is entitled.
Others – men, women, children, beasts, etc. – who are ob-

jectified by this desire are, to varying degrees, at the man’s dis-
posal; if they are useful, they may be violated, exploited, and
discarded according to the rules of social stratification – rules
which are themselves designed to serve the ends of male desire.

Some of these others may achieve formal recognition within
the field of male desire (e.g. through marriage), thereby immu-
nizing themselves, at least formally, against certain types of
sexual violence, even while submitting themselves to others;
those who remain “undeclared” in their sexuality, on the other
hand, become potential targets for a wider range of violent acts,
and their recourse for self-protection is more dangerous.
This, at least in part, explains the generalized lack of sympa-

thy, and of solidarity in pursuit of justice, for female rape vic-
tims: Unmarried, unsupervised women who are perceived as
exhibiting sexual qualities are implicitly regarded as legitimate
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objects of male desire. Married women, meanwhile, are viewed
as institutionalized sex objects.What is in fact rape is thus rede-
fined as the natural, rightful enjoyment of the woman’s sexual
availability by sovereign male desire.
The situation resulting from this complex of male desire is

one in which an array of grotesque aberrations and imbalances
of power are allowed to flourish. Characters like the ones ap-
pearing in the stories of the Marquis de Sade – judges, states-
men, priests, schoolmasters: all male authority figures exercis-
ing the absolute right to impose their desires on the population
– come to exemplify the naturalized order of sexuality.

Thus, in modern Amerikkkan society, we are surrounded by
patriarchal serial rapists like Penn State football coach Jerry
Sandusky and many esteemed members of the Catholic clergy.
Such figures are granted free license under the executive power
of male desire, and they experience their own sexual atrocities
as wholly lawful and legitimate. The surrounding culture also
confirms this lawfulness, however surreptitiously. Whereas a
just ethical response to seeing a rich old man violently raping
a poor eight-year-old boy might be to kill the old man on the
spot, Amerikkkan culture, in its total subservience to patriar-
chal desire, rewards, abets, and ultimately breeds such rapists.
Male desire is able to operate at this illusory level of absolute

sovereignty only through a deeply rooted mystification. While
bodies are ritually ordered to move at the command of male de-
sire, the machinery of this desire is supposed to lie concealed
in secrecy. But even if its modus operandi is to avoid exposure,
male desire ultimately remains unknown only to men them-
selves. For women, children, and others forced to live under
the dominion of male desire acquire an intimate, direct knowl-
edge of its ways – much as black slaves in the Amerikkkan
south acquired a special knowledge of whiteness, an embod-
ied, experiential knowledge inaccessible to white folks.
The spreading and airing of this knowledge, when combined

with erotic sabotage enacted by non-conforming males, based
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on their own direct experience of the inner circuitry of male
desire, is an essential factor in our resistance to patriarchal vi-
olence. Such knowledge displaces male desire from its position
of absolute command and returns it to the field of relative rit-
ual and performance, where it can be politicized and attacked.
It is in this spirit that some rebellious critiques of masculin-
ity have been offered; they are unmaskings of the symbolically
coded, psychosomatic machinery through which male desire
conducts itself into an incarnate agency of violence.
However, the discourse of ending patriarchy and abolishing

masculinity belies a basic imbalance that continues to define
sexual relations among human beings.This imbalance is rooted
in the persistent executive authority and control wielded by
men over the rituals, interactions, and physical techniques in-
volved in bringing about sexual experiences. In other words,
what is missing from the myriad critiques of gender, masculin-
ity, and patriarchy is a positive solution to the problem of sex –
specifically, how to do it, how to bring it about; such a solution
is urgently needed, insofar as our species is not committed to
a path of permanent abstinence.
Children experience pleasure, attraction, and arousal, and,

in their complexity, need to be empowered to pursue these
experiences free from violence, coercion, and control. Women
have been bred as physically incapacitated, subjugated beings;
they have been deprived of basic powers, such as the power to
defend, manage, and enjoy their own bodies; they have been
forced to rely primarily on their seductive influence as encoded
and decorated sex objects, while ceding all executive control
over violence (including sexual violence) to men. As literalized
in Steubenville, Ohio, the agency of women, even their con-
sciousness, is nonexistent under the regime of male desire; sex
between males and females continues to be haunted by this
delusion.
Moreover, at a fundamental level, the subjugation of women

by men has been inscribed in the dominant form of male-
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female genital intercourse under patriarchy. However, despite
what is suggested by theorists such as Andrea Dworkin (who
argues that all male-female genital sex constitutes rape), this
violent, “penetrative” form of intercourse is not a reflection
of the inherent nature of male-female genital sex; like rape
and sexual violence in general, it is a culturally encoded
manifestation of the patriarchal order that defines the limits
of what we have come to understand as sexuality.
To discover sex beyond sexuality will require a radical trans-

formation in the erotic-physical relations between males and
females. Obviously, this implies a radical transformation in hu-
man culture, such that the patriarchal organization of social
hierarchies (i.e. gender distinction) based on biological differ-
ences is eliminated. Positively speaking, females, children, and
those who reject patriarchal sexual relations, must be empow-
ered to exert a creative influence over the rituals, strategies,
and techniques involved in seeking, imagining, and sustaining
sexual ecstasy. In this way, rape and sexual violence can be
abolished, leading ultimately to the destruction of patriarchy,
and to the total exposure and dissolution of the mystified sub-
ject of male desire.
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